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Have just a little fun with PoopPeggy and her close friends head to an all-you-can-eat get
together.Enjoy this cute tale and laugh using your child!poops"P"Can your kid guess all of
these funky " out various different kinds of wacky foods.Help your child don't mind spending
time about his own Poop.pooped" away?Read along simply because each kid "Learn more
about PoopJoin Professor Poop since this individual lectures about the designs and colors of
Good Poop and Poor Poop. themed foods before they're completely "Your kid will learn to tell
a mother or father or guardian when their Poop has gone out of the ordinary!
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This Book is fantastic! We're currently potty training so I thought this may take his mind off of
training.!. They laughed and then wanted to proceed poop. This publication has everything!
Doubling up as a potty-training book, you as well as your child will laugh as you go through
the pages together.!" and as an afterthought, "It had been kind of gross. I'm very grateful and
would recommend this for just about any potting training moms. I like it. We can all learn
something on the way with our children! "I love it. " and then as an afterthought The very first
time I read this to our kids (2.5yo), I asked them what they thought. That was awesome! Then
as your child gets older, the next part of the publication enables them to figure out how to
become “poop detectives”." Ha! I totally agree.As informative simply because the “Magic
College Bus” series, I hope Mark and Mae help to make a number of educational kids’s books
like these. I’m going to come back it.!and it's kinda gross. He has had some trouble with bowel
motions and constipation recently and isn't toilet trained, but over the past few weeks when
he is trying to proceed in his diaper, he requests "The Poo Poo Publication" to help him feel
more comfortable and laugh about the knowledge. It has made the experience WAY better
for everyone! Both he and my child can quote the majority of the book today, for good or for
bad. I would recommend this irreverent and very unique book as a tool for discussing poop
and helping children feel convenient with their bodies. Not healthy for your son or daughter I
feel offended! This reserve is quite sexual.The image and picture isn't healthy for the kid..
Cucumber developing from the butt / ice creat, etc. this reserve is crazy. I anticipate poop
inspections in my future. My kids laughed Random stuff coming out of a butt — ideal up little
kid alley! The best children’s books will be the ones that are fun, entertaining and educational
simultaneously! Whoever made this reserve Needs some help. Not completely grateful or
happy about this but I’ll consider kids who want to poop instead of holding it in any time. My
co-worker told me she drew a reserve about pooping for her girl when she was youthful and
that do the trick.!! My son was doing effectively with pee for a while but still pooping in his
pants/underwear. I was getting frustrated to state the least. Potty training Need to have! I'm
not creative or creative enough to do that so i got this reserve and my son loves reading it. The
next day he pooped in the toilet. Here a kid is empowered to check out their poop’s shape and
color therefore they know whether to inform their parents if something can be wrong. Funny
and helpful I actually was surprised by the beginning of the reserve thinking it would not be
helpful, but my child found it hilarious! The next part shows a personality called Professor
Poop of whom teaches children about the different kinds of poop a person can make and why.
This is both hilarious and educational for the youngsters. He reads it by himself since it's
mostly an image book with just a few sentences per web page. He cracks up. Can’t Wait to
learn the Next Publication These Authors Write! My child replied, "I love it. This was a fun way
to talk about information that's important. Very Funny And Educational An extremely funny
children's book approximately poop. They enjoyed guessing the food that was developing
during potty time and they also thought it had been super funny and sweet. Looking forward
to reading your next books!! Sort of odd, but my toddler appeared to enjoy it. I don't think that
it certainly explains well for a toddler, a bit an excessive amount of information and odd tale
line One Star Odd pictures, weird tale that had no point. Will not be reading to my kid. My kids
especially liked how it taught them if your poop was bad. It's very entertaining, specifically in
the first part. Between this publication and the "Oh crap potty teaching", by 4 year older son
finally got potty educated! Funny and silly book My toddler loves this reserve.
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